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Volume 14

Ev. w. A. SWIFT

S arpe Hi. To Hold Duck
Derby Friday Night

SPORT. .1.1.4.V'S ViRADISE

In The Service Of Marshall Count For Over Half Century

KENTUCKY LAKE

TO
PREACH AT METHODIST
ItURCH SUNDAY. !OCT. S.

NUMBER 22

FI-ZIDAY. OCT. 3, 1947

LEGION JUNIOR CHAMP
TO SEE WORLD'S SERIES

Week Of October 5--11
Is Fire Prevention Week

will
Swift
Rcv. William A
aembe•s of the 19471
Six!
.Preach at the First Methodist thampi•. • •;p
American
in Benton on Sunday ion Ju
'Char
:aseball team 'we T".
night at 7:30.
F. F. A. NEWS OF
the gliescs of the natioriz!
Over 100 ducks are to par- THE BEN"TON CHAPTER
Bro. Swift is one of our hon- Americanism
at
commission
ticipale in the Sharpe High By Gene Phillips, Reporter
ored retired preachers having the first two gamis of th.•
Parent-Teacher's
and
School
,served the church for 48 years world's series
th.'
between
Association Duck. Derby to be
The Benton Chapter of the as an active preacher. He has New York Yankees and BrookGOVERNOR WILLIS
JAMES W. CULP
HOMEMAKERS CLUB
auditorium Future
held in the school
Farmers of
America, been a very effective Evange- lyn Dodgers at Yankee StadISSUES PROCLAMATION
IN
TEXAS
ENROLLS
Special
held their first meeting of the listic Preacher as well as a ium, October 1 and 2.
Friday night, Oct. 3.
ORGANIZED AT BREWERS
FOR KENTUCKY
to
CHRISIAN COLLEGE
bleachers are being erected
school year of '47 and '48 at writer and pastor. He is the
The young players are the i
us 7
tremendo
Lyles
Addle
the
Mrs.
of
brother
e
accomodat
o'clock, Sept. 25, 1947.
members of the team represA meeting was held at the
Governor Simeon Willis has;
When Abilne Christian Colexpected. More than
The main business was the and Mrs. Fannie Rudd of Ben- enting the Robert 11. Bentley'
crowd
school Sept. 12 and lege. Abilene. Texas. opened proclaimed the week of OctoBrewers
take
actually
hear
to
invited
are
will
you
election of officers. They are: ton and
100 people
Post 50 of Cincinnati, Ohio.. organized a Homemakers Club.
Evety
for its forty-second session on ber 5-11 as Fire • Prevention
Rayburn; him. He will bring a very They won the national title in Miss
President, i Jinunie
part in this program..
Home Friday. September 19, it was Week in Kentucky. Governor
Ann
Garrigan,
enjoy
and
are
we
and
Come
Vice-President John McGreg- helpful message
one is invited.
the junior world's series in Demonstration Agent was in
with an enrollment of 1601 Willis states that an alarming
he
that
or; Treasurer. Bobby
yourself
Culp; happy to announce
Los Angeles, Calif., when they charge.
which is the enroll- increase in fire losses in Kenstudents,
I
and
y
right.
Communit
The Sharpe
Secretary, Billy Gilliam; Re- will preach Sunday
nosed 'out a fighting Ebert
The fcliov.:ing officers were ! ment in the history of the tucky 'has been reported for
its
express
to
wishes
porter. Gene Phillips; Witch
School
Post I team of .Little Rock. elected: President, Mrs. Carl
college. The ..largest preceding the past year.
appreciation to all those who Dog. Henry Sledd.
Ark., 33-2 in the fill contest. W. Chester; Vice President,
insurance
According to , the
registration was 1455 students
Derby
Duck
this
are making
business
Another important
Between them, these wo teams . Mrs. Leon Riley: Secretary &
of the fail semester of last companies in Benton, the lire
teams
possible. Folowing is a list of was to order pins, rings and
strong
d
had eliminate
Treasurer. Mrs. Otis Creason. year.
losses in this city for the past
our sponsors:
other emblems of the Future
from -Manchester, N.' H., and
The following are members:
$40.000.
over
totaled
in the Texas insti- year
Enrolled
series.
Dr. Gale Stinson, Lake Ed- Farmers of America.
San Diego, Calif_ 'in the
' Leon Riley, , G. T. tution this year as a sopho- These losses can be prevented
Mesdames
Son.
&
wards, L. S. Dubois
served
were
Refreshments
The Cincinnati team was ac- Chester, Carl W. Chester. P
vaicuel more student is James W. and it is the purpose of thiis
Paul
Melody Mart, Swan Cleaners, by the officers to the 47 memcompanied to New York City. Cr
E. E.
Culp of Benton. He is major- special week to make the puExMachine
Allen . Sewing
bers present.
by Coach Joe Hawk anti Man- Lawrence, W. C. Mathis. H.
blic conscious of fire hazards.
ing in the field of English.
Bailey
Vasseur,
change, T. E.
ager Herbert Michaels. In the S
, Homer
Chestr,
W. M. Crittenden and Mr.
Miller.
Distributing Co.. Holt's Beauty
Dale
party also was
Onie Fulton, S. C. Hendrick,
of the Fire Marshall's
Mason
Shope
Shop. Rubye Lee Beauty
assistant to the national Amer- Fred- King, Alton Ross, C. W. UNITY CUMBERLAND
Kentucky wil lbe in
of
Office
InsurLife
Mutual
.
Miidland
:canism director on recreation Cole,
Cope. H. L.
Ruble
week for the, purnext
Benton
Air
ance Co:, Midwest Dairy.
and Junior Baseball. Nationa!' Sutherland. Ernest Bohannon. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
talks and showof
making
pose
InLife
Mutual
lene Gas Co..
Commrinder, James F. O'Neal. Emil Mohler, Otis Creason and
stressing
pictures
motion
ing
Mr. Leslie Lee, formerly of
surance of New York, Vaughn
also joined the party at the Garland Woods.
n.
Fire
Preventio
Wahl's!
y
will
the
Aurora
Co.
communit
& Wallace Motor
Yankee Stadium.
The next meeting will be
by
Many fires are causes
preach in the Unity CumberHome Laundry & Dry Cleanheld at Brewers school Thurs- land
reasons:
following
the
SunBroadway
church
ian
Presbyter
ing. Ernest Karnes,
HARDIN HOMEMAKERS
day. Ottober 16 at 7;30 p.
rubish,
of
1. Accumalation
day. October 5. Leslie has surCleaners, Gim's Place Taylorof the such as waste paper. hay, grass
call
the
to
rendered
Wilson Chevrolet Co., all of FUNERAL SERVICES
CLUB ORGANIZED
the
Methodist straw and. other combusile or
ministery in
Paducah. Kentucky.
HELD MONDAY AT NEW
to come namable waste.
you
invite
We
church.
CornwellCut-Rate Drug Store, HOME CHURCH
A Homemakers Club
2. Smouldering ashes, greasy
this young servant of
-1
hear
ar
Fr.
Hunt's Appliance Store, liaron
Hardin
organized in
ng
oily rags.
and
Contracti
God.
Hurley
old Jones,
Mrs Mary Ann Morler pass- GOSPEL MEETING
evening by Miss Ann Garr
Pastor
Careless burning of trash.
3.
A.
Mathis,
E.
Rev.
Agent
,Co., Dowdy Coal Co... Marshall ed away Sunday September 28 IN PROGRESS AT
tion
!
Home' Demonstra
Fire takes the heavest toll
Courier. Thomas Morgan Boyd , at the home of her son. Edd DARNALL SCHOOL
Marshall County.
i
Fergerson
property and human life
of
CrawfordCo.,
s
rrlembei
Motor
Moiler in Brewers. She was
There were twelve
'
any other one factor. It
Insurance
than
Co.. Peel & Holland
32 years of age and a member , A gospel meeting is.. still in to be enrolled.
Parts,'
duty of every citizen to
the
is
Auto
at
tent
big
the
Muller
progress in
Agency,
f the Nazarene church.
Officers elected were: Mrs
part to prevent an in&
his
J.
do
•
Bro.
with
School
Solomon Service Station,
Clark, President; Mrs
Funeral services were held Darnall
Roy
S
losses.
&
SERVICE
in
47C
FRAIL'
crease
F1,
Filbeck
the
Station.
doing
M. Service
Monday at 11 a. m. at the New C c),.ge R. - Long
Karl Johnston, Vice Presiclert.
Division of Insurance of
The
Benton
I
Home,
held
are
Services
Funeral
&
.
preaching
Secretary
Cann
Hoine Baptist church with the
Mrs. D. Warren,
:Hap AT STARES
Kentucky has listed the folChars, Linn Funeral
Riley officiating. nightly - at 7:30. Redic- Pace is Treasurer.
Arthur
Rev.
1
"DON'TS":
Trevathlowing
'
FRMAY
RY
;
singing.
Morgan
CEMETE
the
at
be
Boffr Cafe
The next meeting will
Burial was made in the Smith' in charge
Benton
1. Don't overlook the fact
d
announce
has
Long
buildBro.
school
an & Gunn Ins. Agency.
with the Linn Funer.October 21 at the
seldom
premises
Gro- cemetery
that clean
funeral services for Herbert
that topics for the services for ing.
Auto Exchange. Butler's
al Home in charge.
Nawere
burn.
Edwards
Co.,
"
Fri"Dogtown
C.
follows:
Motor
as
are
week
Kinney
Provisthis
Kolb
Selena
cery,
1 Benton,
She is survived by two other
2. Don't be careless with fire
held at the Starks cemetery ,• ion and Brookport were left
tional Stores Corp.. Bank of sons. Henry and Otis Mohler. day "Apostacy az. . Eternal SeLEE
LESLIE
BRO.
Lilly,
p.
3
25
things that will cause fires.
at
r
or
sd
Septembe
Louis
Fpday,
""Coaden
County,
in
Saturday.
curity";
Marshall
! in the Shaleatinessy playoff
UNITY
AT
PREACH
Lumber
Don't fal to investigate
Morgan
TO
E.
3.
W.
with Bra.
Lesson on Baptism"; and Sun, the • Twin-States League this
Bank of Benton. Treas
Phillips
smell smoke.
and
you
Filbeck
if
The
"Who
.
2:30,
Philliars,
of!iciating
at
day afternoon
I week after a day of thrillers
Co., Cleet
Bro. Leslie Lee will preach Cann Funeral Home was in
Auto
,
run if your clothing
Don't
4.
I
Western
Bible".
the
Co..
Wrote
Sunday.
parks
Chevrolet
in four
Sunday. Oct.
church
Unity
Wholeat
nts.
fiire.
inarrangeme
of
on
is
Benton
cordially
cnarge
Every one is
i t Next.. Sunday's games will
Asociate Store,
one is cordially in: 1Mr. Edwards died
at the eliminate two more teams and 5. Don't open a door into a
Plumbing &
vited to attend all these ser- L5. Every
sale Co., Benton
McClain,
.vited to hear Bro. Lee.
Olitwood Hospital in Dawson set the stage e for a three-out- space which is afire.
vices.
Heating Co.. Dr. G C
Clayton.
Ky.. Wednesday. Sep- of-five
6. Don't fail to call the fire
Mark
Springs,
Miller,
championship
Dr. J. R.
Marshall
of
promptly.
illness
tember 24 after an
playoff. Brookport will play department
Long Concrete Co.,
;33
Rudolph
was
He
weeks.
Co.
several
against Kolb Provision in PaCounty Lumber
S.
Eldon
years of age and a membern of ducah, While Salem
Distributor,
goes to
COME:
SHALL
D-X
S
PRESENT
THESE
Tribune- FUNERAL SERVICES
TO ALL TO WHOM
an the American Legion Post 85. Benton.
showed
1947,
Dummit, Joe Sloan,
30,
June
HELD AT OAK LEVEL
WHEREAS. the fiscal year ending
He is survived by his parnumber of fires
Democrat, Dr. E. M. Wolfe,
The fourlosinglb: B d;
Y
increase in fire loss in Kentucky, the
TUESDA
alarming
CHURCH
Benof
Mr. and Mrs .Torn Ed- well, I. C. Eagles, Palma and
ents,
thirtythan
more
or
Earle C. Clemnts, all
1,083
of
increase
an
4.349,
being
reported
wards of Route I.
not succumb
did
Princeton
ton.
year, the property loss being
Bert
Mrs. three per cent from the previous
for
services
Joe
Funeral
Grocery.
per
forty
,
-Devil'
than
without fights.
more
Green
or
.00
52.140.015
of
increase
an
of Lillie Mae Helm were held at 87,405.658.00
spotting Palma a 2-0
Howard, Women Faculty
After
Methodist cent; and, ,
Level
Oak
Sharpe, D. . R. O'Dell, Ted the
lead. Benton's turned on a
of the fine self disWHEREAS. this trend indicates a laxness
Stagner's
was a
she
which
of
church,
.Grocery,
Kenin
losses
fire
power show in the sixth inStory's
when
years
Jones, member. Tuesday. September cipline displayed during the war
ning to pound out a 10-5 verStore, Mr. & Mrs. Casey
and.
minimum;
Grocery, 30 at 2 o'clock. The Rev. Ed- tucky were at a
e
world-wid
of
dict over the Palma Redbirds. ALL.STUDENTS IN
times
Boone Hill, Sullivan's
these
WHEREAS. it us essential, during
Lusk, gar Siress officiated. Burial
other commodThompson ALL THE SCHOOLE OF
and
James "Country"
Carl Seay's Store, John
goods
consumer
materials
Dr was made in the Riley ceme- scarcity of building
clouted a home run to start THE COUNTY INVITED
Dr. 0. A. Eddleman and
preserving these from loss
in
taken
be
ns
precautio
all
that
tery with the Linn Funeral ities,
Charlie
Benton's assault on
L. E. Stinson, all of Sharpe.
by fire: and.
Grocery,
Home in charge
Landrum
Store.
A Fire Prevention Poster
Pugh and ; succeeding hurlers,
diligent in the perPoe's
most
although
officials,
fire
S,
WHEREA
and
the
at
died
Mrs. Helm
but
losses,
Knott.
Jesse
and
has been opened for
these
Contest
Payne
Jimmy
The "Y" Sports Center,
control
alone
formance of their duties, cannot
responsibility in pre- MEETING TO BE HELD
The biggest upset of the day ' all students from the first to.
Palma Block Co.. all of Palma. Riverside Hospital in Paducah
personal
a
assume
must
citizens
Jessup Saturday, September 27 at the each of our
I
when the twelfth grades in connect-IN CONNECTION WITH
however was provided
Govie Colin's Grocery,
venting fires; and,
'Store,
;
68:
WEEK
-Down
of
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to
age
PREVENT
ate•
-Em
FIRE
4-1. ion With Fire Prevention Week
approprii
Jot
Princeton
downed
Salem
is
Bros.,
it
purpose,
this
h
accomplis
WHEREAS. to
by four
She is survived
brought
to from .0ctober 5-11.
be
equal
than
more
was
may
Belt
Bailey's Frozen Food Locker
subject
important
set aside a week in whieh this
Prin- I Students are urged to parkept
and
occasinon
the
and J. N. Ingram. all of Pos- daughters: Mrs. Charlie Newpublic;
the
to
to the attention
I The Benton Lions Club. The l
man, Detroit, .Mits. Linn Prit- properly
of the Comceton pinned down tightly at ticipate in this contest which
sum-Trot, Kentutky.
THEREFORE. 1, Simeon Willis, Governor
Club and The JuNor!
Rotary
NOW,
0.
L.
Electriic
Mrs.
•Hardin,
Rural
•
chard.
Octoof
plate, while his mates gave is being directed by Grover
Elam's Garage,
week
the
the
proclaim
hereby
chamber of Colnmerce will
Mrs. monwealth of Kentucky do
Service Co., and Draffen 'Bros. Goodman, Tilene. and
him a 4-run working margin. ! Page, cartoonist for the CourTuesday
as
meting
joint
hiald a
! Frank Lassiter, Paducah; two ber 5 - 11. 1947.
Store, all of Calvert City.
1-0 lead ier Journal.
Bardwell garbbed
KENTUCKY
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK ,IN
night, October 7 at Bob's Cafe
Harrison Vickers Post 144 and sons. Emmett Helm. Paducah
profourth inning of its! All entries must be mailed
.conduct
the
in
y
communit
every
in
citizenry
Pre-;
Fire
it connection with
Helm, Denver; and urge that the
Robert
G.7W. ..loneS. Grocery, iitt'"Giil- and
game at Baokport and held it. or talaen to Mr. Woodrow Ho/public of the imthis week which will inform the
viention Week.
bertSVilTaa'Kehtucky. • a •
Colo.; a sIster,•• Mrs.' 'Mattie grams during
fires.
of
n
until the home club tied it up' land t'chairman of this district
preventio
.the
onsin
cooperati
Mr.i
stimulating
W. M. Chittenden and
W Caje. entral.City. Ky. Riley Reidland, and .five bko- portance of
D
the sixth and then moved of the' state. The posters must
In
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N
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E
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shall's office will be present
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!Ilk' Castle, me
Bishop Edwards
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winners
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the
of
Lord
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_
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5,
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Mr. and Mrs. W W. Nichol
each.
,
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defending
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Earlie G., Cunningham, 74,
A number of State
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_
Valley, Ky., I. C. Eagles, fell in a hurry as after a 6 weeks trip t'
Water
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,
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of
near
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7
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the and treatment.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mallet
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Brewers Matron
Passes Away On
Sunday Sept. 28

afK

Herbert Edwards
Dies In Dawson
Springs Hospital Benton Salem
Win Twin
States Tilts

a

Mrs. Lillie Helm
Dies At Riverside
•
Hospital Saturday,
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Marshall County, One Year
Surrounding Counties, One Year
Out of State, One Year
ADIVERTISING RATES
In Memoriurn and Obituaries
-Card of Thanks

C ty's 7th. & 8th graders.
reader or mese trail tries.
I Campbell, Verda Jean Farley. f child.
We trust our parents win
ducks!
several
Carolyn' We have sold
Grade
Thanks to Mrs. Lee Coursey,! Eighth
will be cotrie to the P. T. A.." Which
who says "its worth. a dollar, Robertson, Rama Jean Wilson, for our Derby which
tireets the first Wednesday of
to read Cherry Grove's Scrib- Cletus Da wes. Bobbie Lamphy, October 3.
month
each
for
Report to the Tribune :from .blings." Also , Mrs. McCain of and Tom mile Story. ,
We have begun working
Mrs Beulah Wilkins,
reading
After
the Grove —
the McCain vicinity, who! .keeps —We"-• haye new draperies and our School Fair.
Teacher.
whats right with Benton writ- old copies of the Trib‘une for a pencil trimmer, from money,. We have a fine softball team
Prince was a business
L
W
me
Friday
ten by Tullus Chambers.
reference. For instance, when that Nye voted on ' bringing each winning the game last
Calvert visitor in Paducah Saturday.
thinks I had better turn ,on a Judge Price writes and tells Monday:
form each! 27-4 when we played
red light from her eon out.
Mary "your letter to Tommy
Mr is a Masterpicte", Mrs. Mcby
piece
able
This
Chambers was in the Paducah Cain goes back ,drags. out the ,
paper and this Scribe is re- copy and reads it again ,so she:
minded of what a citizen of states. She was happy to see0
our own county, W. J. Brien the Model A Ford and Wide
of Route 7, states "My grand- Awake Bowden. my chauffeur.
father 'was in the Legislature as we halted for a talk. I .sez
and introduced the bill asking yes. Judge Price's family use
for Marshall County to be to be my neighbors, • and I
formed from Calloway County want
N.
Greene , of
Mary
Marshall County was then or- Church Grove to take little
ganized, named and has for Polly in the Bank of Marshall
ever been on the upward Pros- County and allow her to see
perous March.
the Judge's picture tramed.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Smith
'91e Grove is all quite again
with the very successful series visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wood
of Church Servicei',closed at Sunday. Mrs. Wood • was celeday. Happy
New ,Bethel Missionary brating a birth
the
Baptist Church here in our days on ahead.
This Scribe visited :Mr. and
midst. The Missionary Baptist
Churches of our county are on Mrs. Phi Peck of the Sgale
the move in constructing new vicinity an afternoon . of last
Men's 15 Jewel High Grade
LADIES' LINK WATCH BAND
Every old church week.
--1"
buildings.
by
replaced
Hamilton
L.
being
G.
STRAP WATCH
Mr. and Mrs.
1-20 12k Gold Filled
building is
modern .up-to-date spent Wednesday night with
Regular $37.50 Value
-Regular $5 00
new
a
bespeaks this family which rinds
which
structure:
Purchase 'Days Special
Purchase Days Special
522-50
prosperity in a material sense Mrs. David Galloway of the
$1.95
Our own one room structure triensburg vicinity says she
which stands atop a hill near, takes the Tribune to !firici out
Old Soldier Creek. which is about her old neighl5ors,
home to we of the Primitive Hamiltons.
faith, has a new sanded waxAt the Lowell Bradley home
floor. Thanks to the kindness , recently. we met four gener2-Quart Heat-Proof Glass
of T. S. Chester of Brewers.! ations of the Bradle!,•s: Lowell
CASSEROLE
Reynolds "400" Ball Point Pen
Once it was Charley Cole who • and his father, Lowell's son
and chrome plat
Top
with
Regular $12.50 Value
possible with donat- and grandson — what riches to
made
Purchase Days Special
ions to keep the old church I enjoy!
$5.00
switchbe
Peace
Harvey
the
floored.
painted and
Over at
to his memory.
board a few nights ago. talking
succes.,
Gro° 1:.0. folk are ready for phones. roads, politics.
weather:
and
consists
Autumn work which
One man writing about hot
of getting ready for the cold
weather in some city says "wr.
winter months just ahead.
call
Our complete stock of Silver Plated
Hayes Siress of Detroit is a don't put up with it. we
and
Bureau
Weather
up the
Holloware consisting of: Tea Sets,
Grove visitor.
Meat Platers, Vegetable Bowls, PitPaul Noles is regaining his have them do something about
chers, Sugar & Cream Sets and
health slowly at the home o it!
this
from
Congratulation
many other Wanted Pieces at This
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Tyree of
Frank
Charley
the
Scribe to
Special Reduced Price for Purchase
Route 3.
Days Only.
P.Irs. Paul Noles was cele- Poe's: its twin sons. the grand
brating a birth date Sunday. dad I says.
Good wishes to you from this. Congratulations to the bride
Mrs.
groom, Mr. and
and
Scribe.
marwere
who
Lowity,
Guthrie Frank
to
wishes
Good
August at Corinth,
Smith of. Route 7, who also ried in late
Mr. Lowery is a
Mississippi.
Sunday.
stone
mile
a
passed
Mrs.
and
farmer
successful.
Rose-: and Poses to the littl.
school in Palteaches
Lowery
Mrs
and
Mr.
daughter of
at home with
Ralph Vaughn in the Grove ma. They are
Mrs. Lowmother,
groom's
the
who 0.s out again after a se
present.
at
7
Route
on
ery
vere illness.
Nice friends: 'Mrs. Chester
Health .wealth and happiness
Uzzle of Route 1, Mrs. Roy
for Mrs. Isabelle Ford of Rte
Dunn of Palma and Mrs. Hat6. who is an invalid and a
tie Norvel of Route 6.

, LINDSEY'S

PURCHASE DAY SPECIALS
October 2nd, 3rd and 4th are
MAYFIELD'S SPECIAL PURCHASE DAYS
These SPECIALS will be on Sale for these
3 DAYS ONLY!

Throughout the ages, Monuments
have been built to honor and preserve the memory of those who have
passed on.
May we help you select this important tribute to a loved one.

Representative of
BEASLEY MARBLE & GRANITE
cOMPANY
Paducah, Kentucky

Athens Home Heater

25% to 4ro More Heating Surface
FOUR SIZES AND PRICE RANGES
"See Norge Before You Bug"

During Mayfield's Special Purchase Days
Western Kentucky's Leading Jewelers for 34 Years 41

. By Sylvia Lynn Johnston and
Bobbie Sue Dunn
held over from last wick
to
going
been
have
We
and
weeks
six
about
school
I'm sorry to say our six week's
!
exams are starting tomorrow
We have been lucky so far
in defeating Briensburg 1-0
Calvert Citi! 4-3 and Benton
be
4-1 in basgball, only . to
Calvert
by
time
beaten one
And we certainly
City 4-3.
hope we will beat Refdland tomorrow afternoon and, we'll be
ready to play Benton again
next Tuesday.
We have a new cafeteria in
the basement with good eats
everyday. There is a new refr'gerator, a new stOve, and
new electric sewing machine
the
for
have been ordered
Economics roam. The
Horn
gym floor has been worked on,
we have a new electric clock,
a new cannery is being built,
and we also have a new school
bus.
We have had an ice cream
supper and Friday. Oct. 3 as
most everyone knows we are
having our Duck Derby. If you
haven't entered a duck you
better hurry before , its too
late.
Then on Oct. 9th., we have
a nice fair planned out, every
otte is cordially invited, espec
Tally those who wish to enter
livestock for the cash prizes.
We are proud to have three
new teachers at Sharpe this
year. They are: Miss Eva Hill
May
Miss
teacher;
grade
Woodall and Miss Anna Murel
Myre, high school teachers.
They are really falling in the
Sharpe line; if you don't believe us you should have seen
Miss Hill at the baseball game
yesterday at Benton.

The following students are
on the Honor Roll for the
f:rst month of school this year:
—
Ralph
Seventh Grade

We've got a supplement for your grain
that really helps sows give the milk.
Makes pigs grow fast, too. It's —

PURINA SOW & PIG CHOW
PRES SU RE
SPRAYERS
31/2 - gallon

Wh•ther you fisisd complet• Mash
or Mash and Grain ...
Tet rie

capacity.

EGGS IN THE BAG
?iese &age
Eggs aro mad* from
food. Purina Lavinia
and Purina Lay Chow
plus grain aro built to
help your lions lay lots
f big evils. Choose

the ena y•u med.

Sftarial 7•ad

LfOlt DRY COWS
Treed dry room*build
them up for heavies
production after only.
ing. Ask for ...

MINNA Hy &
FIES11011111 CROW

1111Y asin
E_4,HMI
NMI 1:011 OWN
Tap MLUAs-raakes
41Io Orai.n Needed

sir mew pannewu

Food 1 bag Alit
100 pounds grain. 4
COW CHOW CONCENTRATE
Food 1 bag with
300 pounds grain

eaVAIWWWWYWAI

SHOWER FOR MR. &
FRANKi LOW FRY
State champions in the JunA miscellaneous shower was
ior Conservation Clubs casting given for Mr.
and Mrs, Frank
contests were crowned betore Lowery of Route 7,1 at.
the
a large crowd at the
State home of Glen Morrison ot
Fairgrounds a
Louisville
on Benson, Route 6. The hostess
Sept. 13. Boys in the two di- were the two sisters of Mrs.
visions, representing the nine Lowery; Mrs'. T. J. Cloud and
districts in the state, received Mrs. Ed' IMor• r ,
trophies
The
emblematic
•Morrison'sI ' ipacious
of
the
state title in ceremonies that 'awn was ciocorated With pot
followed immediately the conL plants and home gro
flowtests.
ers and seats were arranged
Winner of the Senior contest for the many guests.
wa
3
Refreshments Weie. erved to
Charley White, Morehead,
w
125
present.
was crowned
Cif
were
after
he
w
a playoff with William brought to this lovel
couple
Moore, Bardstown. These two and presented to t e bride.
boys cast scores of ' 94 in the Many gifts were sent by othei
contest proper and in the cast- who could not attend.
off White rang up a 93 while
Moore's score dropped to 83. KENTUCKY'S GAS TX
The third place winner, Fred- INCREASE OVER 194
dy Bonn, Anchorage, was forcKentuck's 1946 gasline tair
ed to go into an "overtime" to
returns showed nearl
a Mti
win his trophy from
David
Carter of Danville. They each 000,00 increase over 11940, al.
cast 90s in the regulation con- though 1,000 fewer gm"ssenger
test. In the castoff Bonn rang automobiles were licensed last
up the highest score ever post- year. State Highway Commissed in a Junior Kentucky con- ioner J. Stephens Watkins said.
"The state collected $18,920.•
test when he tallied 98 points
out of a possible '100. His op- 103.02 in gasoline tax in 1946.
compared
614.179,391.19
with
ponent cast an 81.
,
The Junior Division contests for 1940," Mr. Wat ins said
"A total of 386,920 passenger
also were marked by a
tie.
Jimmy Combs. Tompkinsville, cars were licenSein 1946 and
and Jeff Brothers. Mt. Ster- 387,500 in 1940.!'
"Most of this reveinue .gain
ling. ended in a deadlock for
first place with scores of 89. is post-war," Mr. Watkins sal.!
In the replay Combs came "Of course, there are a numb*
jr.
might
through with a 95 for the title of factor's which
gasewhile Brohers was casting an fluence the increase in
line taxes to your road fund
81 for second
place. Third
man'.
First,
has
Kentucky
capdivision
was
in
his
place
miles of better surfed
tured by Stewart Stephens of
..vays. Next. Kentucky has 12
Prestonburg. who carded an 80
free bridges where there were
in t_141 p initial iound.
12 toll bridgs before.,•
were
bridges
Eleven
tool
VA PAID $2,399,680
the
fred during
past three
TO VETEERANS IN
years and another, the MiltonDURENG AUGUST
Madison bridge, , will be feeed
within a month, the CommissThe Veterans Adminstration'
ioner said.
disability
$2.399.680 in
paid
I "Its good t6 report to you
benefits during
compensation
that we were able to give you
Kentucky
50,592
August to
Lan additional 2,000 miles of
veterans of World Wars I and
' mooth roads in 1946 and have
II and peacetime service, it
already contracted for more
Louisville
in
was announced
1 than that in 1947," Mr. Watrecently at the VA's Regional
kins said.
Office.
Bud Cornwell of Benton lefji
Compen tion 'payments for
disabilities Wednesday for a motor trip to
service connected
range from $13.80 to $360 per Franklin, N. C., to Spartonburgi
month, depending on the de- S. C. and to Knoxville, Tenn.
to visit relatives and friends.
gree and type of disability.

aturday, Oct.4
On The

CONGRESSMAN EARLE C. CLEMENTS, HARRRY LEE WATERFIELD, TOM R. UNDERWOOD,
BEN KILGORE AND

All The Democratic Nominees
WILL GREET THE VOTERS AND CONGRESSMAN CLEMF,NTS, WHO LEADS THE TICKET,
WILL STATE THE PARTY'S PLATFORM FOR A GREATER KENTUCKY.

Harry Lee Waterfiela Will Introduce Mr. Clements

Democratic Victory Is In The Air!
The Gibraltar District Will Do Its Share!
Southern Bell's Pension and Sick Benefit Plan
for its Employees has been in effect 34 years
with all costs paid by the Company.
Folks here at Southern Bell enjoy the many advantages of an Employee Pension Plan that holds promise
of happy, secure years ahead.
Yes, Southern Bell was not only one of the very
first companies to give its employees a Pension Program. but its Pension Plan has continued to be one
of the best. It is part of a comprehensive Employee
'Benefit Plan that also covers sickness, accident, dislity and death payments.
These advantages,together with good wages,steady
employment,vacations and holidays with pay, provide
Telephone folks throughout
a feeling of security for
working years and after retirement.
They benefit you, too, because by contributing to
workers, the result is
the well-being of Telephone
service for you.
telephone
better and more economical
SOUTHERN BELL

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

Incorporated

COMPANY

THIS PROMISES TO BE THE OREATEST DEMOCRATIC RALLY EVER HELD IN THE FIRST
BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND ENJOY THE VICTORY PRELUDE.
DISTRICT

pei nour to take care vatioin
But is he the only reason
crops indtifinitely without ref
is
outlook
of operation, maintenance and farms.
why our timber
peated plantings. Weeding outi
replacement costs.
not so happy a it should be?
TREATED BAGS
cull trees will provide home
R
The followin; farmers have
No-o-o. (and this comes hard)
INSECTS
wood
requirements and
inFREE
bags
used the equipment already.
for the' foresters are looking crease
to he stored in
the yield.
Corn
W.I
and
insect
Dan
Gold,
Collie
Loyd
the
farmers
of
us,
,
the
at
When enough farmers get
may be kept free frIrn
L. Frazier.
country, with sad and accus- tlir
in cot
notion of how to make
by dipping, the bags
Certainly $2.50 per hour for,
d
ing eyes. You see farmers hold tris a cash crop, the nation
Dfri
spraying
tetrachloride,
this type of equipment with
139 milliork,'of he 461 c million
abotft
a
Quit worrying
in carbon
solved
acres • of
commercial forest numberless future while farm- W. L. Frazier as operator is according to tests made at the
land. Farmers are the iargest ers can comfortably add an- cheap enough and is made pos- Kenucky Agricultural Experisingle gr&up o,f owners of our other source of dollars to their sible by contribution of State ment Station. Solutions using
Soil and Water Resources. If
DDT.
trees. But .farmers .as a whole crop plans.
/
2, 5 and 10 per cent of
21
you are interested in using the
Some
tests.
have not yet learned how to
were used in the
equipment look at some of the
in the
manage this asset to their own SOIL CONSERVATION
of the bags were dippd
then
work it is • doing
and
sprayed.
best 'good and that of tthe nasolution; others just
place your request as soon asI
alslmaclolttboangs bags
tion, However, there
is a
Rudolph, Ctiairman
Renloe
Large usendd.
your
that
bebright side here for education of the Marshall County Soil,possible in order
the
in•
work:
of
may
be
care
taken
Uncuoth.
df farm tree owners is proceed- Conservation
states
District
ing made o fthinner
ing. Best of all the education th at the local di trict has pur- as efficient way as • possible. treated bags were used for
is not along the lives of a chased one Ford tractor for
corn.n.a rison.'
months the
'farmel's duty to posterity, but doing Soil Conservation work
After several
rather it appeals to something within the county. According
DDT had given full protection
we can all 'understand: Namely to Mr Rudolph the Cl 019.00
against insect damage, while
•
IP September ,the Soil Conhere is a new cash criip for given to the District by the
the grain in all the untreated
you. And You do not hlave to State Division of Soil and .servation Service assiisted the bags were, infested.
wait a lifetime to get it nor Water
the following cooperators of Marmade
Resources
do you have to think it is a purchase possible. Mr. Rudolph shall I County Conservation Disono time . shot. In tact,1 tree- further states that Supervis- trict in completing . Conservafarms:
their
farming has a lot of very de- ors have employed Mr. W. L tion Iplans for
KOHLER ELECTRIC PUNTS
E.
S.
Cotham,
Daniel
Irvan.
J.
other Frazier as operator arid that
sirable
qualities
that
Provide Dependable Automat:le
M.
Solcmon. George Hamrick.
Emergency Service For:
farni crops do not haveAt can the equipment is now ready
Fire Department@
Rudolph
Rosin:au
oe 'tv-irvested at any tie of for use by any farmert within Ruth! Parks Renloe
Greenhouses
Hatcheries
Guy
Lane.
R.
:Owens,
Tom
Muricipalitses
FILMS
Large
will
be
eitz:
the year. Once well es Wish- jte .county who
Police ano Con-anemia; Radio S.
Lane ' and Martin & Jones.
.ndustrial and Commercial Uses.
ed it can, continuel to ,yield ected to pay a rental charge
The following arc, totals of
HOLTKAIAP ELECTRIC SERVICE
1s
planConservation PractiicPHONE ISOO
CENTRALIA, ILL.
ned for these farms: Terraces
103 acres, Drainage .800 lineal ft.. Pasture Improvement
180 acres. Rotations 332 acres,
13 acres,
Seneca Lespesdeza
Tree planting :10 acres. Farm
'ponds 2. Cover crops '76 acres.
improvement • 45
Woodland
110
acres, Contour 'farming
acres and Wild Life 1 acre.
CoAssistance was giVen 21
operators -of the District in
conserplanned
establiishing

known in the lumber worldHis Methods often antique and
Who is to blame (if any- as wasteful as the most ruthof
body) that we show a timber less
yesterdays
timber
, deficit in this country today?, barons. He usually, poorly fin' If the, big operators are us- anced and neglects good foring intelligence and foresight, est and cutting practices. He
if Federal and State are at leaves young trees damaged so
least holding their own, who,badly the
will never make
then is the
wrong fellow?! good, lum . His interest is
Here is one place where therel eritirily in today's dollar for I
is agreement. It is the little! he doesn't plan to be around
tomorrow.

I
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WHEN POWER FAILS

'

TRAILER STREET FLUSHER

mbillIst eft, Rem of SlI Or.? fiushon delivered to the City ei
Detroft by the Fruehauf Tra.ler Company 0 ineporteet by of&
doh of the Department

a Public Work. Pee ureter has 3.000

Orlon capacRy od efitieia--jes serey through three etezifee
at oprem.,* of 55 fro
-end% at each nozzle.

*SHOWINGS*
Sunday 1:30 - 3:30 - 9 p.
Monday, First Monday
Trade
Day showing continuously 10
a. m. to 6 p. m. Night 7 - 9
Tuesday 7:09 - 9:00 p. m.
Wednesday 1:30 - 3:30 '7 - 9
Thursday 3:00 -7:00 - 9:00 p. m
Friday 1:30 - 3:30 7 - 9 p. m.
Saturday continous 10 a. m. to
12:00 Miidnight
Rey Battles, holding microphone, IVLW's farm program director,
talks with Louis Bromfield, noted author-farmer and chairman of
the "Opening of the Second Frontier" October 2. Bromfield was
heard on "Everybody's Farm" recently, discussing the conservation
program in Licking County.
Added . . Technicolor
"Romance tnd Dance"

special,

Friday Matinee, Oct. 3 - 4
Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE

• P

4.41:11 c

'AA?

$.?
.

Power-tamped blocks wial-oval
cores, cured by steam. Concrete
Mixer for foundation and basement
work. Tile up to 36 inches.
End blocks, Sash blocks, Partition blocks.
Aquella Waterproofing
LONG CONCRETE COMPANY
Benton
Kentucky

Serial, "Jack
Chapter 5
Sunday, Oct. 5 - 6, Monday

TEINW111011 ROM milltIUM

FOR YOUR OWN SAKE, FOR THE SAKE OF THE FAMILY
COUNTRY, GET RID OF FIRE HAZARDS NOW! DON'T
YOUR HOME WITH UNSAFE ELECTRICAL APPLI4NCES.
YOUR BASE1VIENT, CLIDSETS AND ATTIC ARE CLEAN.
Bailey Hardware & Furniture
Added .... Disney color cartoon,
"Clown Of The Jungle"
March of Time's "IS EVERY
BODY LISTENING"
MGM News of Day

BENTON

"The Store For Everybody"
Telephone 3041
KENIETrCEY

ANNOUNCING
DEWEY W. FREE & SON
Have moved their Watch 1& Clock
REPAIR SHOP from the Filbeck

Added .... Blue Ribbon color
cartoon, "Raphsody in Rivets'
Sports, "A Day In Hollywood
Park"

ere,-

They invite their friends to call on
them in their new location.

*

i

-
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•
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TH1 11111101111-DIENOCILAT BENTON. ICEN'IMCILT

MAY CONTEST IS
SPONSORED BY THE
LOUISVILLE COURIER
JOURNAL & TIMES

to Mrs. Houser iin poetry and
Full • information anei assist. More than 208.000 of them are Chapter, Sharpe; Mrs. Lucille
nie Bailey, Treasurer; Anthal Mrs. Maliin sang, "The Way
ance may be 'obtined from Kentuckians — and 20.000 of Mrs. IEvelyn Bhiley, of Pearl
Gania from the East."
Conductress;
Faughn.
soil ;conservation district sup-1 those members ware enrolled Devine, Estill Chapter of CalConductAssociate
Rayburn,
After the ceremony, gifts
• ervisors
in
counties baying, through the Kentucky Farm vert City. Mrs. Mabelle ' Walress:. Mayme Lovett, Chaplain; were presented to the install'
and
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AlWalker,
conservation
Boys Bureau
districts.
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Goodman. Marshall ing officers and to Mrs. Mahal.
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ford Chapter of Aurora. Mrs. Katherine
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Mae
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then,
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Geneva an iinspiring address and dis'
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;
Mae
$2,425 in prizes in
the servation districts stir) d write and field fence, also nails by of the 1 evening and paid tribute
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Gladys
Esther;
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fourth annual Soil
Conservat- to the newspapers a
: radio the keg. Heath Hdwe. & Fur. to her officers and members
Martha: Beulah Parrish, Electa; the year to come. Other talks
ion Essay Contest,
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Organist and will be installed 1
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week
next regular meeting.
by A. Ttirelkeld. president of
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No.
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Chapter
the Kentucky
her oIficers and Mrs. Zelma
Association
of one month only, the on-prof-E. S. met Thursday evening. Creason' presented
oring Mr. Houser and Mrs.
il Conservation District
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Sup- it Blue Cross plan ofl hOspital
Cross. as the new Worthy Ma8:00
at
25.
o'clock
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rs, and Barry
Bingham, care will be made lay :table to for public installation of itis Matron's jewel -from the Chap- tron was installed. Mrs. Mary
Lumber, Millwork, Doors,
president of , the
Kentuckians
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not
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newspapers
gave, a musical reading,
Mnlin
coming
the
offiicers
,
new
for
and radio station. '
group rules,, -D. Lanes Tynes,
During the installation cere- "The Light of the East" to
Booklets containing the rules executive telirector of the or- year. The Installing Officers
following
the
fficers Mrs.,cross as she was escorted
mony
possible
as
were chose as far
- of the contest are to be dis- ganization, has announced. _
•.•.-ere installed: Mary
rooks to the altar. then as she was
the
of
from
members
charter
tributed to schools in all
Community
Enrollment
coun- • A
Worthy
.B. .eseorte4 to the East, eight
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Cross,
Matron;
ties by soil conservatidn dis- Throughout the month of Oet. Chapter. Mrs. Mayme ; Lovett
Holland. Worthy Patronl Kate members of the Chapter, holdas
served
Installing
,Matron.
trict supervisors. Those- unable has been authorize'd
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by the
bghted candles, formed an
Mrs. Zelma Creason, Installing Landram. Associate Matron; D.
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docadministrators,
the,
to
labyrinth
Chaplain, Mrs. Amalie Bailey, R. . Malin, Associate Patron;; aisle; from the
thrir schools may write • the tors, and business
men who
Marshall' and LaRue Bessie Holland. Secretary: An-1 East! They gave tribute then
Installing
priamotion , department in care are the trustees to reach more
Organist.
Binkley,
of The
Courier-Journal
,
and of the families who need help
Mrs. Gladys Houser:, Junior
The
Louisville
Times
and with their hospital bills. Any
WIIA S.
healthy person under, 65 not Past- Matron. Welcomed 'the
glests and , irrSubject for the 1947 contest leonnected with a.
oup of members and
Malin,
Mary
M'rs.
trodue.ed
is "Why Soil Conservation Is more than 10 may
ubscribe.
Disof
Matron
Grand
Deputy
Needed In . My
•
The
County
persons who I.ar eligible
and
and the following
How
Soil
My
Conservation to j in through gro s also trict No. 18.
District Has Helped With the will be given a, special oppor- Worthy Matrons and,. Patron:
Problem''. Essays are not to tunity to enroll during October
exceed 1.000 words and should Tynes said. Almost every one
be typewritten or written in of the 2,500 organizations • in •
Blue ink on one -ide of the paper.
Kentucky which ,may
closes November Cross available ,to their em-The c
BUY ON
from a school ployees will be reopened for
15. All
EASY
should be delivered to the of- applications. • Ordinarily each
TERMS
fice of the County. Superinten- group has Only one regular
dent of Schools prior to that reopening date during the year!
Blue Cross, the Hospital's'
A $100 Savings Bond
time.
for
budgeting
will be the state winner's own plan of
Q. What standards must be met
prize. Second place winner in hospital expenses. now includes for an egg to make top grade?
the state 'gets a $50 Bond, and about 20 per cent of the popuA. Top grade eggs must meet the
States. following standards:
United
third place, a $25 Bond.. The lation of the
best essay in each of the 91 Since the idea was originated
1. Clean and unbroken shell.
of by a group of teachers in Texdistricts
2. Well centered yolk with outsoil conservation
line plainly defined.
Kentucky will win ,a $25 Bond as • in 1929. the 'membership
3. Clear and firm white.
has risen to almost 29.000.000.
for its writer.
4. Air cell % inch or less in
depth.

mare by members syaf
visitors, after whirh a social
hour was enjoyed and refresh
ments served.
•
Bed room and living reels
mattress
suites. innerspring
bed springs and rocking chair
at Heath Hdwe. & Fur. Co.

Treas Lumber Co
Builders Hardware, Paint

"From Foundation to Roof-We Have It"
BENTON. KY.

13ER SAVINGS

FOR EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOME

'ON THE AIR Radio Sportsman ,
Fred Emery
By

A sportsman who doesn't like' boxing, bowling, and all high
fishing is Hank Fisher, WLW school sports events for the
Peoria station.
announcer.
When war came, Fisher enHank's played and "covered"
for radio virtually every type listed, served three years as a I
of sporting event and he likes pharmacist's mate in the Navy,
them all. All that is, except including service in Australia
Which he explains by and New Guinea.
fishing.
In May, 1945, he joined the
saying, "There's no
simply
WLW staff as a sports announcer.
TION in fishing."
Hank currently announces the
isher is a man of action. Enshow on WLW, five.
"Ramona"
g radio in
days weekly at 6:30 p.m., EST;
1937 at a Tusas well as Howard Chamberlain's
cola, Ill. station,
news programs both to WENS
become
he had
' (7:15 p.m., EST, daily) and WLW
director of
(8:15 p.m., EST, daily). He also
sports and prodoes a five-minute sports rounddirector
gram
up following Saturday football
by 1940. Thence
games.
to Peoria, Ill.,
Married. to a home town, Efwhere he travIll., 'girl, Hank is the
fingham.
eled—and fast
Hank Fisher
dad of nine-months-old Mary
up
•-•-keeping
with Notre Dame's fighting Tanner.
Hank likes popular music, loves
eleven and covering basketpages in daily
ball as far west as Stanford to read the sports
he laughs, "I
"Irr---fact,"
,papers.
Not
California.
in
Berkeley
and
page almost
sports
the
for
grab
descriptions
to mention his mike
of Golden Gloves, professional Instinctively."

”JOE BEAVER"

By Ed Nofziger

Q. Is 2,4-D effectiv, against Canada thistle?
A. Yes, although tests show that it
usualiy takes several applications ti
effee:Ively rid pasture of Canada
this l?s.
Q. What results may a turkeyman
on a good program expect? That
how many birds should be raised to
market age, how many weeks before
they are markeicb!e, and approximately how much feed will it take
per pound of turkey meat produced?
A. Many turkeymen are getting
the following results on the Purina
Plan which stresses good breeding,
good feeding, careful sanitation, and
sound management:
7 -to 95'7, of all
1. Market 90',
turkeys started.
, of all birds
2.'Sell 90'; to 95'
as top grade.
3. Standards ready for market
at 24 to 26 weeks and Broad
Breasted ready at 28 to 30
weeks.
4. Standards average 16 to 18
lbs. at market and Broad
Breasted average 20 to 24
;1 lbs.
5. Produce a pound of turkey
meat (llye weight) for each
, 4 to 4 -i lbs. feed consumed.
Q. If colostrrni Is frozen, how long
may it be kept ard still be good for
feeding young calves?
A. If freming equipment is avar•
able; colostrum can be held for
least a year without losing, its •.1. Tests at the VerrnrInt F..;
Staticil showed that a calf vet' tri
on colostrum from cows of vatic; •breeds.
Saud ygur questions about liyststpck
c: poultry problems to FA8N4 FACIS.
815 Semis Ei21,11 Si-. St. Louis f.
Mi•souri. cluestioes , Yin be asswemd
without rhat,le. either 4-, Itt:1 or irt this

I

SENSATIONAL NEW!'

PORTABLE
RADIO

29.88
$3 DOWN

A Real Quality Suite at a Low, Low Price

2-PC. VELOUR SUITE
THAT MAKES INTO A BED
11 With Quality Feature-, of Suites Selling
up to $198.00

139•95
EASY
TERMS

A suite with the appearance and constructional features found only in suites selling to
$198. Not only will it odd beeuty and charm to your living room but is guaranteed to
keep on giving for years to come. A value you must see.

•Reg. $49.95 Value
At This Low Price
•5-Inch P. M. Speaker
•5 Tubes Plus Rectifier
•Both Electric and
Battery
Yes! It's a $49.95 radio for
this low price. Beautiful
brown leatherette case—
very selective clear tone.
Just plug it in on electric
or switch to battery.

Big—Comfortable Velour
PADUCAH DRY GOODS

LOUNGE CHAIRS
Not

just

ordinary

covers.

\
How
FURNISHING'S STORE
i
219 BROADWAY

tapesfry

chairs, but those big lazy comfort chairs packed with coil
springs and beautiful velour?

39.95
54 DOWN
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Phone 4466 ----
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PHILLIPS SERVICE

•
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•

--It's No Longer Rationed-Forest 8etrioe, L. S. Depaztzuent of

Agriculture
•

out
'i's going to take a lot of men and money to put
campfire."
that guy's

Filbeclit O. Cann
Funeraq Home
Telephone 4681
BENTON

10,1§1TUCJEY

Phillips Service Station
* STAATD,ARD OIL and GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCTS *
ACROSS CROM PHILLIPS CHEVROLET
Kentucky
CALL 3351
Benton
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YOU IN THE CHURCH
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THE CHU
The church needs you to help build an even greater United States. Unite with your fellow townsmen
in the worship of God.
FAITH IN HIM .... FAITH IN THE WORLD

•
Our children.4rejhe future Leaders of our grand
Country. Accompany them to church each Sunday
and they will be courageous Christian Leaders.
•
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PHILLIPS CHEVROLET COMPANY
HEATH EARDWARE AND FURNITURE CO.
EMF,RINE AND MALIN SPORT CENTER
SLEDD TEXACO STATION
MORGAN, TREVATHAN AND GUNN
INSURANCE AGENCY
BANK OF MARSHALL COUNTY
SOLOMON'S SHELL STATION
BENTON CLEANERS
BANK OF BENTON
MYERS AND ELKINS
BAILEY HARDWARE AND FURNITURE CO
MARSHALL COUNTY SERVICE STATION

""*..

41=101.1.111MENIMIN1-

•

TREAS LUMBER COMPANY
I HUNT'S APPLIANCE STORE
NELSON REXALL DRUG STORE
ROBERTS MOTOR COMPANY
PEEL AND HOLLAND INSURANCE CO.
NATIONAL STORE CORPORATION
1 " CORNWELL CUT RATE
I LINN FUNERAL HOME
KINNEY MOTOR COMPANY
FILBECK AND CANN FUNERAL HOME
C. C. HUNT GROCERY
C. L. BUTLER'S GROCERY
VAN MYERS SERVICE STATION

r

--17:4-ftftkikk.
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AMBULANCE SERVICE

INSURANCE
Of All Kinds
Insure now — Tomorrow
May be too late.
Phone 2 1 5 1
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
Insurance Agency
Kentucky
Bcfon
Now youcan have this modern farm marvel, the new David Bradley
Harrunermill, engineered to the last detail to be more efficient in
capacity per hour per horsepower; grinds to a uniform degree of
fineness, handles capacity output of farm tractors from 10 to 30 !L.P.,
extremely flexible for the volume of feed you want to turn out; compact
In size, not cumbersome. It's the lost word in hammermill design and
construction, and yet, at Sears, it's priced for savings! See this marvef
at Sears Farm Store. You can't afford to miss it!

Automotive Replacement Parts
Electric Ignition
amco Ring's
merican Brake Bloc Linings
/141artin Senour Paint
Mufflers
Pail Pipes
*` ...,ocated in Filbeck Building next
:o U—TOTE—EM Grocery.

•Can grind a week's feed for 50 head of
2 hours!
1
about 2/

stack le

•Adjustable Feed Gate, Low, Flaring Feed TOM,
handles even coarse roughage
•12 reversible high-carbon steel hammers,
Double-Row Self-AlignIng Bearings

SKr

• Azcurately balanced fan—faster grain elevationi
Weighted Baffle—prevents feed from flying back
•Great Flexibility—Long Life
Guaranteed Performance—Low

Stainless steel discs skim to
2/100 of 1%. Result: a smooth,
rich cream from 16 to 55% density. Oversize shafts and gears,
for longer trouble-free service.
Lacquered bright silver gray.
Four ball bearings.

Strong Barbed Wire
80 Rods 6.15
is Frank Sinatra's singing part
ioris Day, former WLW singer,
Parade." The blue-eyed blond
Flit
"Your
s
WLW-NBC'
a
"Your flit Parade"
•rly was with Les Btowu's orchestra.
EST.
„
at_11_1p.m.,
- WLW Satarda_

‘er.

High quality galvanized steel
Sharp
wire, 4-point type.
pointed barbs are uniformly
spaced. On wire spool.

• ..

Easy to Attorn
Converts yo‘ir Ford-Ferguson tractor into o transport unit. Will safely
carry any load the tractor wii; lift.
Roomy. Kos many form uses.

Easy to Use

Price

The files: Form Master trii'c7q.
ever In-Co:lc! So supc:ior to any
other it's guaranteed for 3 years
against mechanical fciiure.
Safer to use on herd, ecti•ar
o;:eration, easier to :lean. With
single ur't m:!ker, vacuum pump
with

2.49

Views your Ford -Ferguson tractor
to pick itself up. Gives cleoronce
I. aS wheels at,once. Ideal tor
damaging tools, volseel treed&

One man can do many lobs! Loads and unloads without stoppingi
Strong heavy steel bowl %6 inches thick. For 2-plow or lc er tractor.

0X0X95CCcY
ROCCX>000CXXXXXX)©©g(
DR. C. G MORROW
CHIROPRACTOR
OFFICE HOURS
8:30 to 12:00. 1:00 to 5:00 daily-.
—Tuesday and Friday evenings 7:00 Li
OVER RILEY and TREAS STORE
Phone
2752 Res. 2193

Ben

Now is the time to plant those
Evergreens.
We do Landscape work.
ROY SCHMAUS NURSERY
Benton -On Mayfield Highway- Ky

Regular 18 and 20 W
12 cents per
You can paper an aver
for $3.12 which incl
wall and border.
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stock of reading matter.
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good, but I am afraid it often memory comes to me when I
defeats its own purpose. • Do .see copies of books that passed
not misunderstand me: I still around from ., reader to reader
educated a half century , ago. Just this
rekally
hold that a
books, week I was looking through a
many
knows
person
but he has acquired his know- copy of Dryden's poems when that night.
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a long period of absorption. it was the same edition that you speak to me,
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said for the reader .'of a few my
school-eacher . brother
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real
great books, a
not a mere scanner. eighth-grade
some
to
prize
There were things in our child. I wish I knew what belife in Fidelity and elsewhere i,.ame of that volume and how
that are not to be laughed at, much it was ever read or read
even by learned people in the understandingly. It might be
big world that we used't. Surprisingly thumb-worn if it
dream about. The actual se- is still in existence, though 1
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world,
To go and live with your
ht, Dear Hevenly Father.
I
Your steps, Dear Mother,
Heavenly no longer hear,
Nor your voice, which was
without so dea rto me.
anI am so lonely as I start
you.
without
year
th
other
And tears fill my eyes as
could think of my Mother,
Who was so dear to me.
YOU go. i But one sweet hope_ that
this old' have,

Sweet
In the
Is .to meet you
Bye and Bye.
Hodson
Mrs. Alvie
War veterans.
Only 88 "Civil
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remain on
according to the
pension rolls,
VA.
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n
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all
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Kentucky,

Remember:
Eyes Are Rationed
Two To A Lifetime
LEARN HOW GOOD LIGHTING

Mr. and Mrs. Charley Frank
Poe rej Route 6 are the parents
of twin sons. born last week
at the Riverside Hospital.

-ATTEND-

• Gay Victorian style being revived and
loved by college girls. People who like
comfort are clamoring for these warm,
tubbable sleeping garments.
CHILD'S 3-PIECE
PAIAMAS
• Well-styled with p
long sleeves.
A.

B. LADIES' EXTRA SIZE
GOWNS
• Generously cut gowns
and patterns.
C. LADIES' FLANNELETTE
GOWNS
• Suave fitting gowns in a variety of patterns. Regular sizes.
D. CHILDREN'S 1-PIECE
PAJAMAS. Sizes 2-6
• Adorable all-in-one
buttons.

Q. What is the cause of a cow
giving bitter, rancid milk?
A. This trouble is usually due to
the action of an enzyme known as
Ilpase which is normally not present
In milk but may occur in the last
stages of the lactation period or in
cows suffering from mastitis. If not
due to ma.stitis, the trouble will usually disappear when the animal
freshens or after she goes on pasture. The difficulty may be overcome by heating the mill to 1453 F.
and Wen cooling prbmptly.
Q. What factors should be considered in selecting the boar for the,
breeding herd?
A. The major factors to consider
in selection of the herd boar are:
1. Individuality or outward appearance.
2. Ancestry or the' inherited abil- •
ity to produce strong, healthy
and desirable offspring.
3. Performance record or the test
of production.
Q. After rabbits have been mated,
Is it advisable to have the does rebred?
A. Yes. The Rabbitry at the Rai-.
ston Purina Research Farm recommends that rabbits be mated and
the same pair remated five hours
later. Then, because of the possibility of does going through a period *
of pseudopregnancy ' (false pregnancy) all does are rebred again on
the 18th day.
Q. My flve-month-6l4 capons are4
developing breast blisters. These
capons have been raised on wire
since they were four weeks old. Is
there any way to get rid of these
blisters, and will they affect the
quality of the meat?
A. These breast blisters are no
doubt caused by irritation from the
wire floors. Raising the birds on
slat floors will prevent most of this
trouble. Blisters that become punctured and infected would make the
carcass unsalable. But ordinary
breast blisters do not affect the qualdo
ity of the meat although they
hurt the appearance of the carcass
when dressed.
about liseetodt
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light Conditioning Demonstration
Tuesday, Oct..7 2:00 P. M.
BENTON THEATRE, BENTON KY.
LAMPS * TOASTERS * BROILERS *
And Many Other Prizes Will Be Awarded!

"Planned Lighting For More Comfortable Seeing",
Miss Amelia Stanton, Home Economist, TVA.
MOVIE - Walt Disney Technicolor Cartoon,
"Dawn Of Better Living."
DEMONSTRATION - New Types of Home Lighting
Equipment and Methods of Obtaining Better Qatity Lighting from Present Equipment.
Kinney Motor Co.
Crawford-Fergerson Co.
Ely Electric Co.
Lucas Fur. & Appliance
Heath Hdwe. & Fur Co,
Morgan's Dept. Store
Hunt's Appliance Store
Nelson Drug Store
Benton Light & Power Co.
Bailey Ifdice. & Fur. Co,
West Kentucky Electric Co-Op

noir

SOW FARROWS
PIGS
TO BRING $3,933
A Poland-Chma
pig, bought
in 1937 for $12.50,
has brought
to Richard Smith of
Hopkins
county a total of $3,933.60
for
.149 hogs weighing
32,780 lbs.

During this 10-1yeae period, the
sow [farrowed 17 litters, or a
total of 171 pigs. Smith operate a 300-acre farm in the Anton community, according to
Farm Agent J. Stanley Howard.

For a long time the Readers
Digest has been running sketches under the title "The Most
Unforgettable
Character
I've
Met." This
piece
of
mine
might be called "An Unforgettable Character I'm Sorry 1
Didn't Meet."
I discovered William Creech
while reading an interesting
story of Pine Mountain School
in Harlan County ,sent me by
Arthus W. Dowd, along with
photographs he took as a sideline to his teaching'at the institution. And what a discovery! A 400-page book could be
written about the old gentleman and his wife. Aunt Sal.
Mr. Creech , was mainly responsible 'for the founding of
the school in 1913 by Miss
Katherine
Pettit
and
Mrs
Ethel de Long Zande. Though
poor enough to be excused for
dropping only ,a penny in the
hat at his mountain church,
he gave 235 acmes of land to
the school. Today
o0J Pfne Mountain School is
of the half
dozen best academic and vocational institutions of its kind
in the nation.
There is not space enough in
this article to tell the life story
of William Creech, so I'm
quoting a letter he dictated to
Mrs. Zande at the time th

DR. H. G. WARgN
Optometrist
Announces the reopening of an
office at the same location formerly
occupied by the late Dr. W. N, Warren,
Eyes Examined * Glasses Fitted
COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE
Paducah
220 Broadway
Ky.

)
1

schgll was establisehd:
"I want to tell my reason
why I want a school here at
Pine
Mountain.
There .are
so many of our young folki
growing up here not even
taught up as to Morality. It
grieved, me to think that Parr
ents would raise their children
under such rulings. I see • no
chance to better it without we
teach the 'younger generation
that they can't never prosper
while they follow the old one's
Example. I have been thinking
about this some thirty years
or more. Seeing the examples
laid before the bright young
girls of our /girls of our community which is Decoyed -off
by gright young bucks that destroys them and robs them of
their virtue and then
drops
them on the world. The old
Devil's a-working his part of
it and we have got to teach
'ern up better. Where I wa
Raised this trouble was,Int half
so
bad
because there was
schools that helped the people.
Hit's lack of knowledge of
science that's caused the trouble, and with good teaching
seems like they would
be
greatly bettered.
"Ther being lots of whiskey
and wickedness in the Community
where
my
Grandi
children must be Raised was
a very serious thing for me
to study about. I heard two of
my neighbors say there wai
neither Heaven or Hell. One
of them said that when a mart
was dead he was just the same
as a dumb beast. I heard ani
Other one 'say who had a large
family that he was afraid he

could not raise his children
as mean as he wanted them to
be and it looked to me as if
back
our country was going
to Heathenism,- which worried
me a good deal. My idea was
that if we could get t good
school here and get the children interested it would help
Moralize the country. If we
can bring our children to see
the error of the liquor we can
sqush it.
"Some places hereabouts are
so Lost from 'Knowledge that
the young uns have never been
taught the knowledge of read-writing and don't
ing and
know the country they were
Borned in nor what State or
County they was borned. We
need a lot of teaching how to
work on the farm and how to
pay, also
snake their farms
how to take
teaching them

care of their .timber and stuff and death certain, and I think
they're wasting. In the way it would be much better to
they farm and doing no good it help with the the new school
is hardening them and they than try to lay up treasures
are turning to public works, here on earth. As I have never
attempted to write such a lettoo many of them.
'We are sending money to ter before and me a poor
the foreign Missions when we scholar and slow to write /
many more
need it right here among us. wil lclose with
Of course, one soul's as good as things on my mind that I
another, but I believe Charity coulii write about."
begins at home, but if they
have anything for Missions I UP-TO-DATE FARMING AND
think they ought to help us if MINK REARING
they need it at home, but if A SPECIALTY
Mr. Harold Bailey and sons,
they have anything for Mission
help1 Paul, Robt. and James Bailey
I think they ought to
1 of Benton. Route 6, near Pos.
their own people.
"As I have put almost all I sum Trot, are farmers of the
have into the Building of the Modern Sort.
These sons served in the late
new school, and other friends
are coming to our assistance to war and returned to the farm.
several
hundred
help us I feel it a great work Thy have
and would be glad if all who acres of tillable soil and are
can would help, as life is short specializing with Fescue grass,
which affords pasturage the
year round. They also have
about
one
hundred
sheep.
White Roch chickens and the
only Mink Farm in this county.
Mr. Bailey and sons have
built recently, and is now in
use, a locker plant and cold
storage for his own use and
community service. This locker
has 50 individual lockers for
rent. With the use of this cold
storage plant. Mr. Bailey can
successfully grow minks: as 90
per cent of the food the minks
eat is horse .meat. The Bailey
brothers kill their own horses
and store the meat in their
cold storage plant.
At present. Mr. Bailey has
51
minks, starting
a few
months back with 6 female
minks and 1 male. These were
bought in Michigan at $60.00
for each female and $100 for
the male. They will be ready
for pelting in December. They'
feed once each day and bring
forth young only
once
pe
year.
Mr. Bailey says that Rural
Electrification has made thee
up-to-date farming
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NEW & BETTER LOAN CO.
Money to LOAN on Diamonds
Watches, Pistols, Guns, Sewing Ma- 5
chines, Washing Machines, Refrigerators, Typewriters, Radios and ©
anything of Value.
Save on Jewelry and UnredeemedMerchandise.
Bargains Every Day.
RICKMAN'S JEWELRY & LOAN
COMPANY
206 Broadway
aducah
KY. C)
(C)

the only blanket t:lat keeps you

sleeping snug and warm this
better way... Electronically

Here it is! The electronic blanket

you've been waiting for!
Different from all others, this amazing new Simmons Electronic Blanket
controls warmth these two ways:
(1) it adjusts to room temperature
changes and (2) also adjusts to any
change in the heat radiation Irons
your sleeping body.
the better
way to winter-long sleeping comfort.
You can't get too cool or too warm!

The

SENSATIONAL
RUG VALUE
of the Year

Just one light Simmons Electronic
Blanket is all you need to protect you

against sudden drops in temperature
. takes the place of three or four
ordinary blankets. So safe, so sturdy,
it's approved by Underwriters' Laboratories for washing machine or
commercial laundry, ,
2
Come in and see the amazing new
Simmons Electronic Blanket today!

I1tc these new
You've never seen anythingp1.
rugs—at anywhere near the cc! Pure wool
walking surface for luxury fed and :o..-.;er
weu. Cushiony base of imported jute. Fine
•
foe living rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms,
guest rooms. You'll be amazed at how much
nag you get for so little monei. Your choice
of the following patterns and eolors.

Blanket Gives You All These Features!
Adjusts two ways Electronicallyt
tai for roots temperature changesf
(b) for changes in body heat radiation!
Lets you choose warmth you want: mitomatically holds
it all night, all season long, weather regardless.

Can he washed in your washing machine or sent to the,
laundry. Certified washable by Aine-ican Institute of
Laundering.

One light Simmons takes the place of three or low
ordinary blankets. Saves on bedmaking time, wires ois
laundry, saves storage space.
Takes the chill off your bed before you get into it;
minimizes dampness in rainy weather.

(A) Solf-color Floral ... chas.a
bag., blue, rose, growl, or win..
(I) Malik:4°r Floral ... choics of

3. l'rovides more comfort for two sleeping in the same bed.

Fire colors: rose, peach. cedar, blue. reen: costs ort!y a
few cents a week

him, row, ion, or onion ground.
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DON'T SMOTHER
SMALL BUSINESS
To practically all of us tan
reduction
means easing 'the
load we carry as individuakt
or as families. But tax revisions are needed for an even
more basic reason — to maintain a .healthy economy that
will keep us in jobs, earning
incomes and able to pay taxes.
Albert Bradley. executive vice
president of General Motors,
in a recent address stressed
this great and fundamental
need for tax revision and he
added a warning.
What people
save
above
their living expenses and taxes
is the source of venture capital that creates new business
and helps existing business to
grow. Dry up the source of
risk capital. Mr. Bradley warns
and small business. "the life
blood of our economy" and
partner of big business will
sicken and wither. The pattern of industry will become
frozen and static. We are actually doing just that. Our tax
rates have been stepped up to
the point where they threaten
pretty effectively to srnothei
risk enterprise once the Amor.
mal conditions of this preiod
of war-created shortages disappear.
Mr. Bradley says we are doing this in two ways. First,
through excessively high taxation we have taken from- the
peoole who norrnal!v
risk capital the ahlity to accumulate savings that can
transform an idea into a business or, a weak h‘isiness into
a healthy one. We have 3;500,003 individuals business enterprises in this country aii4 we
need several hundred thogrs,nel
attempts at creatinz sik-re-sful
new businesses each year to
keep our e^onomy in balance.
Second. because of high t'Nes
on the rewards of risk-taking
we have hit at the ineentive
needed for investment in new
ventures.
H.—, cin we avoid this danger' M.r. Braille:- recommends
reduction ip • surtaxes on indi"s`iraination of
vidual
do'
,1e taxatOn of corporate inat the corporate level
individual
andi again at the
leve . a - reduction in the oorporate income tax and other
tax revision: that would make
possible for small businesses to
necessary
the
be formed in
numbers and to get over the
hurdle of the lean years. In
another piece of sound advice,
he says these and ether necessagy tax refoisns must not be
at the expense of a Federal
deficit and must go hand in
hand with reduction in Federal

eispeadttsres.
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county has, still going strong."
However,- - under ham of McChacken
preference.
her
wishes
Tribune
The
th!
Plymou
years of
1936
26
SALE
FOR SALE-2 room house, 1 FOrt
non-veterans produced in his
9889,
Order
Ex.
ys!
Happy
Birthda
more
many
told,
good tire;
since commercial production, he
acre of ground. Located Litt good condition and
continuously
servinb
Alfred Nous(
as he
Hurt,
Joe
Agent
Farm
n
positio
the Griggs School Road near
Aug. 28. 1947, in the
Red top. Timothy, Blue grass
Benton, Rte.
03-10p
on 390 crates
Alice Johnson.
of Substitute Railway Postal totaled records
31 Fescue and Rye grass at
Ky.
on 1 12 , acres. ;
Junior Story
Clerk under appointments not of Blakemores
FOR SALE - 23 aert
FARM
Hdwe. & Fur. Co.
Heath
,
rate
the
at
At Henry Beards in .Benton. on Howard Grove Road. l'2
limited to one year or less He limed his patch
Turf Oats and Balboa
Winter
fertil03-10p
then
acre,
per
Ky.
may apply for the examination of 2 tons
miles from Calvert City highHdwe. & Fur.
Heath
at
lbs. of phos- , Rye
road. le
in Order to be considered for ized it with 400
Marshall way, on good .gravel
SALE1-The
y.
FOR
Compan
4-12-8
of
bus at
a competitive civil service stat- phate and 200, lbs.,
RINGER REPRESENTA- County Board of Education mail route . and school
mixture to the' iere.
cishouse.
room
:4
New
at
door.
Benton
auction
Will 15e in
TIVE
%kill sell 'at public
Derby pr ved to
An early kind of match, usDuck
The
'
•
year
first
the
The salary for
*kb Thursday. We are e- the court house door 'in Ben- tern. stables chicken house etc. 'be a great success. providing
in the United States ,in the
ed
hour, which
per
$1.14
is
to
quipped to repair any !rake ton, SiultdayjOctober 4 at 10 $2,000. Write :
OMY
crOwds
ECON
RURAL
the
largest
one of
early 1800's _retaned at four
T. McDermott
amounts to approximately $2,work a. m. the/ !following school
All
lowing machine.
a Brewers jirogram.
a light, according to the
attend
cents
91 Tyler Ave.
Carl M. O'Daniel, Sic U. S.
guaranteed. Phone 2111 or property!: 1
clowns
Britannica. It
heats, the
en
opaedia
,Betwe
Encycl
wida
.
Ifiathis
Martha
Mrs.
Navy, who is located at the
_ Highland Park. 3, Mich.
Wing your mach;re to ti,*
Lone Vliailey school building
containir
bottle
audience - amused
the
a
of
kept
ed
in Jackson- owed matron. Stho celebrated consist
Associated and ground Stice school build- or see
W. W. McDermott ,
'Auto
western
characteristic of Naval Aix Station
ed wi ,
combin
stunts
_pulling
acid
ic
sulphur
on
sary
4nniver
birth
ville, Fla., is spending a two her 76th
Benton, Route 8
05-26p
itOre, Benton. Cash paid for ing.
potasium
clowns. The sponsors
with
circus
10. S
,he lives near splints tipped
ml7rst Howard
rove school buildOld Singers.
win weeks' leave with his parents. September
argum
and
sugar
e,
FOR SALE - Girl's bicycle. were given a chance to
chlorat
Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. Louiis R. O'Dan- the Marshall afid
ing.
Inquire of a rooster by guessing how iel ,of
on.
conditi
good
in
I.
,
BARNETT ELECTRIC &
abic.
Route
Hatclin
on
line
county
Benton, Ky.
Pleasant Vallay school biuldBetty Clark ^ny grains of corn he ate. 300 a year for a 40-hour week. The mother of four living
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
The literal interpretation of
Nen
Lucy.
ing.
was
winner
one 4431 The
Teleph
Highway 98 at 95
Mrs.
is
er,
one
the word menu is "minute dedatight
children:
An additional 10 per cent
Jackson school building.
house behind Metho- Lyles. owner of "Lucy Nell's paid for any night work be- Beulah Jones: 3 !sons: Henry tail." according to the EncycloFirst
Hardin, Ky.
Terms of sale -- Cash.
Beauty Shop."
dist church.
rts
tween the hours of 6 p. m. and Turner, Jesse and James K. paedia Britarrnica.
The Board reserves the right ltp
Following are the winners,
, Ky.
Benton
The 1946 coton crop of the
6 a. m. Salary is increased Mahis.
bids. For
A GOOD BUY -- The T. D. to reject any and all
Duck, Driver, and Sponsors, of
t
County
each year by 5c an hour. up to
Mrs. Mathis' home bespeaks United States was the smalles
Brown place, 1 1a miles from further details see the
FOR RENT - 5 room house, the nine heats:
except
1895,
since
year
:
in
y.
hour.
which
for any
a maximum of $1.54 and
.
of strict econom
Benton on Benton and Olive Superintendent of Schools
full size basement, REA lights, Appliance Co.; Yukon Best,
of
To qualify, applicants must economical manner in which for the disastrous boll-weevil
Board
County
2
;
l
and
Hollis
Marshal
hall
Rose,
See
rooms,
4
Betty
,
Town.
Dog
road.
Crosley
located in
is fur- year of 1921. According to the
Murray pass a written test and be able her three room cottage
Leon Byers Martha
Holland,
porches with cistern on screen- Educatioit.
Britannica
. A Eneycyclopaediat
to
rel
:beauty
kin
physica
Rose
a
certain
to
is
meet
Holland
rushed
Benton, Ky. Wholesale Groc. Co.; Photo
ltp
ed back porch and electric
the
Year.
quirements. There are no age chest of drawers over 100 years 1947 Book of the
" Superintendent
lights. 4% acres of land with S12-03c
Finish, Robbife Rose, Loves
1946
the
put
e
estimat
of
one
from
stand
year-end
old, an old
FOR SALE -One used 2 or 3 Studio; Lizziie, Dolores Jones, limits.
in acre in strawberries. Call
bales of 500
00
8.482.0
apSewing
Ma- SALE -- If you are look- room Coal Heater. Used only
and
FOR
tion
Singer
r
at
informa
Furthe
crepe
first
the
2025 or see
Kinney Motor Co.; True Draft.
ing for a home, see this farm one winter.
& plication forms may be obtain- chines the Singer Ca. ever put pounds each.
Motor
s
Mrs. W. R. Waid
Robert
Nelson,
Betty
City
3% miles south of Calvert
One of the long-standing
Jimmy Lester Impl.
Betty ed from the Commission's Lo- out, with its New York office
Spotter,
Benton, Route 1
Co:;
S12rts
large
house,
the emiroom
6
80 acres,
Telephone 2792 Siiress, Benton Cleaners; Snow cal Secretary, Mr. Joe Pete branded on its side takes the theories of optics was
buildother
it
pleny
which
barn.
under
Ky.
.
stock
and
Benton
at
-cattle
W'e will buy- your
Benton; Ky White, Betty Humphreys, May- Ely, located
place of the New Modern Cof- ssion theory,
03-10c
seen
of fruit, 1 acre
the
Variety
that
d
ings.
be
buy
receive
d
to
must
of
tions
believe
like
walls
was
Applica
this
would
The
Also
Table.
hogs.
fee
Cleaners;
&
Laundry
On school, bus FOR SALE - 800 ft. of Hard- field
Washing- three room cottage were paper- object emitted particles which
tome good fresh cows and srawberries.
. Tribune- in the Commission's
Faughn
June
,
Tattler
and mail route.
ton office not later than Oct. 28 ed anew this Spring with news- bombarded the eye, according
g.
Springer cows.
Democrat; Concrete Block. Ant wood floorin
Thweat
Ray
Britannica
Call 4722
F. F. Titsworth & Son
papers; some with dates as to the Encylopaedia
na Henson, Henson & Roach.
Rte. 2
City,
Calvert
03p
S26Ky
,
Ky.
Benton
ltp
Residence: Sharpe,
See our new lot of oil eloth, far back as 1921, which Mrs.
The winner of each heat ran
large
Benton, Route 6
duck
piece dinner sets, odd bowlsj Mathis had kept packed away
32
318-48p.
brick,
first
the
--Used
race,
final
the
SALE
in
FOR
FOR SALT - One Coco Cola
mirrors
and
glassware. Heath Hdwe.
was
in boxes for years. Her side
with
line
s
to 'go over the fiinish
doors, 3 mantle
Ice box. One table model
FOR SALE - One !complete
posts
y.
re
Compan
Martha
porch
table in the kitchen has a;
Furnitu
by
poplar
driven
Best,
Yukon
ood
and -g
oil
Clark Radio. Cheap.
baby Bed, also onel kitchen
y
long
chimne
and
WholeJoe
Short
water bucket and an old fash•.1
Murray
See
W. S. Castleberry Holland for
Cabinet.
Fur.
&
, Ky.
Hdwe.
Heath
at
The
Btnton
Stoves
drinking gourd. Mrs. Mathy.
ion
Compan
y
Grocer
Telephone 4301 sale
•Graves Lampkins S26-03p
y.
,
is still churns with the old
went to Crosely Compan
Benton, Ky second prize
70 acre farm, 4 03rts
Miller Auto Parts FOR SALE
Holed churn and dash-for
fashion
Rose
Betty
driven by
Benton, Ky. room house with outbuildings.
ltp
hang on the kitchen
TANT
too,
LIZER
IMPOR
FERTI
they,
y.
Compan
ce
Applian
lis
Geese
miles south of Ben- FOR SALE - Shoats.
3
heating facilities
d
Office At
was
Locate
The
m
progra
wall.
DuIN STRAWBERRY CROP
All and all, the
FOR SALE -- Registered
and Ducks for sale
See
place
a broad fire
Jewelry Store
's
are
ton.
used,
Lindsey
.
affair
serdous
tremen
for
John T. Jones a
reek male pigs, ready
Floyd Roberts
box
small
a
,and
wood
A generous use of ferilizer for
Benton, Ky
'vice.
Mayfield. Kentucky
Benton, Ky ltp
says
she
See our line of sheet iron resulted in the best crop of cook stove which
W. G. Howard S26-03p
sheet iron wood strawberries A. L. Cunning- "I have used 39 years and it is
Phone 330 Uuquestionable - Dependable
Syrup pails and lard cans at and cast top
and Fuel
stoves
Calvert City Rte. 2
Company. stoves, coal
826-03p
Heath Fur. & Hdwe.
BYE PIANO CO.
•
right at
Prices
.
heaters
Ky
Oil
2629 Broadway
h
Paduca
re Co.
land,
Furnitu
of
Heath Hdwe. &
FOR SALE - 65 acres
-024p
TWO SOWS PRODUCE .
S26
,
cistern
good
house,
4 room
PIGS WORTH S1,800
an
BENTON JUNIOR WOMAN'S
pasture with running,--svater.
Cockrel Spiel
FOR SALEy
Harmon
NeW
from
color.
One mile
CLUB TO HOLD SALE
-etegreed pups. tan
Two sows which may proPat Wallis
chur4. and school.
Ralph Tyres
1 Phore duce $1,800 worth of pigs this
The Benton Junior Woman's
KY. Route
Benten, Ky Murray.
o3-10P season are reported b y County Club is announcing its annual
Agent R. B. Rankin of Adair Rummage Sale to be held this
Route 2 68331
03-10p
Owned by 0. C. Pelly‘ year on Saturday, October 16.
couty.
4
000©@000©©000©©CX:)@000V
an Adair county farmer, they As has been the custonm, the
C) have farrowed tivo litters each sale will be held in the CourtCi averaging nine Digs, or a total yard. All persons interested in
0 of 36 pigs.
contributing clothes or articles
Fourteen pigs out of the first ; for the sale, call or see Mrs.
ea., LIKEWISE CAN 0 litters were sold for an average George C. McClain, Mrs. Joe
1 KNOw wE wAvENT
NO- THEY'RE
aLwAYS DANK ON
hes;
mONEV ENOuGH TO
ornatg
ve
1 eacs:1i asnix am
:
A.1y
STILL LIVING
onfld.$5,
Pete Ely or Mrs. Jimmy Lester
OCT 44ARRIEC)ON,PETLi urues0
WITH THEIR
weighed
BUT CCK.ILON'T wE
FOLKS.
and your contribution will be
LIVE WITH YOUR
of 209 pounds. Four pigs werel picked up.
FOLKS?
kept for a home meat supply
cz,,DtPS °ABILITY'
The sows now have farrowed , Big shipment, just arrived clf
v.'ouId,
! 18 more pigs, which
Sherwin Williams paint, enam"Orial°11 k.
2) give Mr. Pelley a total income' el and varnish. Also plenty of
of $1.860, if all the pigs were! roof paint in 5 gal. cans. Heath
sold at the price which the Hardware & Furniture Co.
14 brought.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
• FOR SALE - Only one Apex
An examination has been
Vacuum Cleaner a 849.95.
re
Furnitu
ced by the Civil Ser&
re
announ
Hardwa
•Heath
Radio vice Commission to fill Subradios and
Battery
batteries. Prices right at Heath stitute Railway Postal Clerk
positions in all States except
re & Furniture Co.
Hardwa
0
Galvanized tubs and pails,, New York and in Alaska and
aluminum bail tubs 6, 8 & 12, Puerto Rico. Competition in
qt. cream buckets. Heath Hard- this examination is 'restricted
to persons entitled to veteran
ware and Furniture Co.

Brewers Duck
Derby Is Great
Success

CLASSIFIED
COLUMN

0

e

--Eyes Examined
--Glasses Fitted

Dr. A. L. Lindsey

WALLPAPER
1-2 Off

0

WEEK END BARGAINS AT
HEATH'S

7 quart Cold Pack Canners ... 200
60
10 quart Dish Pans
75
17 quart Dish Pans
12 quart White Water Bucket . 1 35
1.25 0
Aluminum Bail Tubs
24 in. open front sheet
'5.25
steel Heaters
6 in. Stove pipe, elbow &
25
dampers
85 up
Stove Boards
100lb. magazine
39.75 up
coal Heaters
long
5 Burner table top
MENTHOLATED to leave your
chimney Oil Stoves ....... 132.50
skin tingling and refreshed.
6 ft. Atkins cross cut Saws .... 7.95
Lather stays moist until
.3.25
Axes
you finish shaving ... PLUS
Good handled double bit
up
49.95
e's
6 cap Wood Rang
Mattresses . ................15.00 up
45.00
'Fuel 0i/1/ Heaters
for a close shave without pull or
11.45 up
3 burnef.oil cook Stoves
burn. Finest surgical
1.75
Ky 31 - 'Fescue, per
•
steel.
.6 i.xe .Arth';& Hammgr Soda .. .25
BOTH FOR
25
.
6 boxes table Salt
99
10 lb. Pure Cane Sugar
9.75
100 lb. Pure Cane Sugar
•
•
e 50 oz. jar KC Baking Powder .. .40
1.65
25 lb. Polka Dot Flour
SUPER SPECIAL
Lots of other good values too @
$2.00 size Cara Nome
numerous to mention. Always see @
$1.00
Cold Cream
us before you buy.
$2.00 size Cara Nome
$1.00
Cleansing Cream
*Wesaiody4 inicome
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NELSON DRUG STORE
Kentucky
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The Sale You Have Waited For
Paper Reduced From
28c double roll to 7c single roll
.
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Home Owned and Operated
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